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ABSTRACT 

Surface mca*turcmenl of self-potential (SP) on Kilauea 
Volcano appears to be the single most useful geophysical 
method for identifying and delineating thermal anomalies 
related to concealed magma reservoirs and &till-hol intrusive 
zones. Positive potentials, as high as 1600 mV across lateral 
distances of a kilometer or less, are developed not only 
over known fumarolic areas and recent eruptive fissures but 
also in areas that have no surface thermal manifestations. 
ITic SP method excels because of: (1) the higher surface 
resolution of the causative heat sources. (2) the smooth 
distribution of the measured potentials (that is, insignificant 
short-wavelength "noise" polcntials); and (3) the simplicity 
and relative speed of measurement. 

Evidence supporting an electrokinetic origin for the large 
: anomalies is that: 

1. Top-of-source-<lepth deierminations'of the S.P. anoma
lies are shallow, coinciding with local water tables {<5CS) 
m), and may result from the horizontal divergence of the 
cooling, convective water rising above the deeper heal 
sources: 
2. Lateral boundaricsof an S.P. anomaly above a suspected 
magma reservoir coincide with the epicentral distribution 
of earthquakes at depths of 2 to 3 krrt and can be explained 
by collimation of Ihe hydrothermal fluids by vertical gravita
tional forces. 
y. All anomalies have a positive polarity over known or 
inferred hot zones, suggesting preferential adsorption of 
anions or other means of effecting the differential displace
ment of cations from anions. 
4. Small negative potentials associated with some anoma
lies are thought to reflect the descent of cooler waters in 
the convective system. 

The SP technique is not only a powerful tool for mapping 
hot areas on an active votcs.io but also may provide insight 
into the dynamic workings of geothermal systems. 

INTRODUOION 

In recent years, the U.S. Geological Survey has been 
developing an electrical-magnetic (E-M) geophysical pro
gram at the Hiiwaiian Volcano Observatory to assess th^; 
applicability of .various E-M methods as effective and. 
practic;il tools in. sludying'Kilauca Volcano. The nature of 
Kilauea, a shield volcano, makes it particularly suited to 

many types of geophysical studies because: (1) it has a 
relatively simple geologic structure; (2) it is composed 
exclusively of tholeiitic liasalts grossly uruform in composi
tion; and (3) it is in a dynamic state, having erupted, for 
example, at six different locations from 1972 through 1974. 
Moreover, because Ktlnuean eruptions are frequent and 
nonviolent, many scientific studies have been carried out 
over the years, making Kilauea perhaps the most intensively 
studied volcano in the world. 

Previous electrical studies of Kilauea have demonstrated 
the utility of electromagnetic, mutal-impcdance measure
ments for determining the dcpih to, and the electrical 
conductivity of, ionically conductive molten magma al 
shallow depths in ponded lava lakes (Frischknccht, I%7. 
p. 18; Anderson, Jackson, and Frischknccht, 1971) and in 
dfelineating shallow active lava tubes using a VLF radio-wave 
liechnique (Anderson, Jackson, and Frischknccht, 1971). 
Dccpcr-penetrating (using large transmitter-receiver spac
ings) galvanic and induction mcihods also have been used 
to define the gci>eleciric section to depths greater than 1 
km in some areas of Kilauea (for example, sec Keller uni 
Rapolla, 1974). Results from some of these studies showed 
that conductive zones exist al relatively shallow depths (<! 
km) which are thought to be caused by the influence of 
hot mineralized waters above deeper hot intnisions. 

TTiese previous studies provided a firm base from which 
to further pursue E-M invcstigiitions. Early in the investiga
tive program, an attempt was made to determine whether 
detectable differences in surface spontaneous potential (SP) 
coincided with known fumarolic areas. This objective was 
prompted by the desire to test methods that had not Iwen 
previously applied and also by the observation that large 
steady-state potential differences existed across grounded 
electrodes in a telluric current monitoring study made in 
1964 (Keller and Frischknecht, 1966, p. 206). It quickly 
became apparent that there were not only obvious correla
tions between self-potential anomalies and thermal areas, 
but also that the anomaly magnitudes were exceptionally 
large. These initial findings encouraged additional studies 
over the past two years. We now. have mapped most of 
the summit region of Kilauea and parts of Its two rift zones, 
a total area encompassing approximately 100 km'. The 
results of these studies unequivocably demonstrate that the 
SP method is the single most effective geophysical method 
for delineating thermal areas on Kilauea Volcano and that 
it provides valuable insight into the dynamic eruptive aspects 
of this very active volcano. 
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Figure 1. Index map showing the major strudurat features of Kilauea Volcano in the area stodifd. Shaded iî ca,% approvinv.u-ly 
delimit the self-potential anomalies shown in Figure 2; location and extent of three vt-rtical elect»ic soundings (\'£S> indicaltj 

by dash-dot lines; location of the 1262-m-det?p drill hole (Zablocki et a!., 1974) indicated by dotted circle. 

Ceoiogtc Setting 

Kilauea. a broad shield volcano located on the southeast
ern part of the island of Hawaii (Rg. I), largely consists 
of a series of thin, tholeiitic basaltic flows. Al its summil 
is a large c.nldcra. approximately *< km long and 3 km wide, 
from which rift zones extend southwestward and eastward 
to the ocean. Eruptions havetakcn place primarily in the 
summit area and along these rifl zones, which arc marked 
by linear fissures, pit craters, and cinder cones. Unlike the 
fairly straight .ilignmcnt of the southwest rift zone, the upper 
east rift zone trends southeast from the caldera for alxiut 
S km to intersect the east end of the Koae fault system; 
it then bends sharply in an east-northeast direction and can 
be traced offshore for about 60 km beyond the easternmost 

tip of (he island (Mtiore, 1971). The Koae fault system 
(Dufftold. 1975), is a major slmcturat feature, whose west 
end merges with the southwest rift z.one about 10 km 
southwest of the caldera. f 

Ground-deformation ;md .scisnuc data have strongly sug
gested that Ihe magma thai feeds Ihe many eruptions at 
the sxnninil and its two rift zones arc supplied from a sfuillt̂ w 
(3 to 4 km) reservoir complex Ivneath Kilauea Caldera 
(F.aton, 1962; Fiske and Kinoshita, 1969), This re>cr\oir 
in turn is thought lo lie supplied by magma generaicd at 
a depth of 40 km or more in the upper mantle. Similar 
types of evidence further suggest that flank eruptions, 
pariicularly along the east rifl in recent years, are fed ftom 
the summit reservoir via a well-cstabli.shcd shallow laieral 
conduit. 
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Figure 2. Contour map of the seif-jx)tent(al distribution over the surface of the sanu* arfa sbov\n in index map (Fig. 1). 
Contour interval is O.t V; \alues arid polarities are arbitrarily referenced to zero contours shown; hachures iridicate closed 

lows; shaded areas are the same as shown in Figure 1. 

Previous Applications of the Method 

The measurement of static potential differences along the 
ground surface is one of the oldest, and probably least 
successful, of the geophysical methods currently in use. 
Its persistence as an exploration tool over the years is due 
in pari lo its conipara!i\eI)' sir.iighlforward. fast, and in
expensive application. The number of reported incidents 
in which sulfide deposits, for example, have been delineated 
tmiqucly by measuring the potentials developed from strong 
oxidation-reduction reactions are relatively few, largely 
becau.se of the many restrictive electrochemical conditions 
required lo produce definitive potentials at the surface (Sato 
ar>d Mooney, 1960). Some examples of favorable results 
from SP .studies in mineral exploration arc cited in Sato 
and .Mooney (1960), Corwin (1973), and Parasnis (1973). 

The applic.-ition of this technique to ground-W'ater problems 
has been ifmiicd because the poienti:ils are usually small 
and irregular. The recognized sources of poteniiiils in hydro-
logical studies are all fundamentally related to processes 
that can produce a spatial separation or displacement of 
various ionic species (polartziition) in the clectrol>'tic medium 
.such as diffusion, diffusion-adsorption, or elecirofiltration. 
By far the grcatcsl application and iheorelical development 
of SP has been in forniation-evaluation studies from oil-well 
logs. Besides its utility in lithologic correlations, the SP 
borehole log is used for quaotitaiivc determinations of pore 
water resistivities that in turn provide vital porosity and 
water/oil saturation values (Schlumberger. \95B). 

As an exploration Kwl in geothermal .ircas. only a few 
results from self-potential surveys have been reported. 
White, Thompson, and Sandbcrg, (1964) measured some 
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small-amplitude, irregular arromalies, both positive and neg
ative in polarity, that could not be correlated with known 
geologic features in their studies of the Steamboat Springs 
thermal area of Nevada. Banwell (1970) suggested that SP 
studies nuiy be useful as a survey technique in locating 
and delineating thermal areas on the basis of his recognition 
of anomalously high background potentials while making 
rcsisiivjiy surveys in thermal areas. Similarly. Corwin (1973) 
recorded some self-potentials that were above background 
noise near Punta Banda, Mexico, that appeared to correlate 
with nearby hol-spring activity. Studies in the Otake geo
thermal area of Japan (Onodera, 1974) appear to be nondi
agnostic because the resulting small-amplitude anomalies of 
both polarities were concluded to be caused by oxidation-
reduction, elecirofiltration, or topographic effects. The best 
correlation between SP and a known geothermal area report
ed to date is that determined within Yellowstttnc National 
Park by Zohdy. Anderson, and Muffler, (1973). Although 
only one SP profile was made, a small positive anomaly 
appeared to delimit the edges of the geothermal field t-)cltcr 
than resistivity and induced polariz.jition profiles. The largest 
potentials observed in alt these ciled examples are typically 
less than $0 mV in amplitude. Recently, Anderson and 
Johnson (1973) reported a broad dipolar anomaly of about 
900 mV peak-to-peak in magnitude near the area of Caso 
Diablo hot springs. Long Valley, California, and even larger 
SP gradients near the pcrimelcr of the caldera. They attri
buted these anomalies to a streaming potential generated 
by the movement of heated ground waters and suggested 
thai the lack of good correlation with other types of electrical 
surveys made in this area may have been due to a thermal 
zone too deep to have been detected by other methods. 

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES 

The basic equipment for measuring surface self-polenlials 
consists of a pair of nonpolarizing electrodes, an insulated 
connecting singje-conducior cable, and a high-impedance 
volimeier. In our studies, we designed a volimelcr incorpo
rating an extremely high' input impedance electrometer 
amplifier (10" ohms) whose input bias current was only 
10"" A. This latter specification is important in selecting 
an amplifier because large bias currents can cause errors 
in potential measurements when source impedances are 
large, and can also up.set the electrochemical siabiliiy of 
Ihe electrodes. The output of the amplifier is connected 
to a 3 '/i -digit bipolar digital panel meter for case in reading 
the potentials. The meter, attached to the observer's belt, 
is compact, lightweight (<1 kg), and easy to use. Convcn-
tionrtl copper-copper sulfate porous pots were used in most 
of our studies, although small, lightweight silver-silver chlo
ride electrodes,.contained in a speci.-il polymeric conductive 
btnly and attached to one end of a meter-long, insulated 
rod. have also proved to be very stable and rugged. Electrical 
contact to the ground was adequate in areas covered by 
tephra. where sufficient moisture is always fc-und a few 
centimeters below the surface. Even on recent lava flows, 
reliable measurements were made by pl.'tcing a moist sponge 

•between the electrode and the ground surface. A stable 
reading is usually obtained in about 5 sec. We never had 
to apply water to the ground surface to obtain electrical 
contact. We believe that such a procedure could lead to 
errors caused by setting up undc.>;iablc Jiffiision potentials; 
moreover, the application of water prolongs the time for 
Ihe potenti.ils to stabilize. 

Various schemes, have been devised for maMn^ »if |«>-
tential sttrvTys, Some traverses arc laid out in a closed 
polygon, so that any closure errors can be determined and 
distributed (typically less than 25 mV) when IOf>-m-long 
potential gradients arc measured. Here, care is taken to 
occupy the exact location of the lead man's electrode as 
these data must be progressivelj' added algebraically to 
obtain Ihe potential distribution along Ihe entire traverse. 
This procedure is rapid, and the two-man operation can 
cover over 3 km in an hour in nbnwoodcd areas. 

In areas where a closed traverse is not praclicd. or where* 
a higher density of measurements is desired, one electrode 
remains fixed and the moving elcctri»de is advanced in l(X)-m 
or smaller increments that are marked on a calibrated cable. 
The cabled reel is then either carried on fool or by vehicle 
along the traverse or remains wiih the fixed electrode. This 
technique diminishes Ihe possibility of gross errors in mea
surement Ix-'causc the reference electrode is not moved along 
the traverse. NV'hen the cable has been fully extended along 
a iravcrsc, the advance electrode is undisturbed and the 
former stationary electrode now becomes the moving elec
trode for the subsequent extension of the traverse. This 
procedure completely eliminates any errors caused by possi
ble differences in electrode potential or by any sharp, local 
gradients in the vicinity of the electrodes. > 

RESULTS 

In compiling the contour map (Fig. 2) showing the dis
tribution of the spontaneous poienlial at the surface of 
Kilauea's summit region and the upper parts of ils rifl zones, 
Ihe potentials measured along the various traverses were 
lied to a common ground reference, and the zjtfo contour 
shown is the approximate background level for the area 
away from the summil. The traverse network was fairly 
dense, except for parts of the caldera where other short-
wavelength anomalies may exist. These data were collected 
at various limes during the past few years. Although llic 
potentials in most areas have remained constant as confirmed 
by some rcmeasurements, the potentials in some area& have 
changed in Ihe vicinity of recent eruptions and are discussed 
later in this paper. In ihc near future, we plan to rcsurvcy 
the entire area shown over a much shorter time interval. 
.Additional surveys have been made in other parts of Kflauca, 
but we will ctinfine our discussion to some of the salient 
features shown in Figure 2. Before discussing the signifi
cance of these data, however, some characteristics of the 
map (Fig. 2) are to be noted. 

1. The potcnti.'il gradients are remarkably high; locally, 
they exceed 7(K) m V in 100 m. The largest potential difference 
shown exceeds 2300 mV over a lateral distance of about 
2..̂  km and is thought to represent the largest SP magnitude 
ever rcporlcd. 
2. No low-pass filtering of the original profile data was 
used in constructing this map. Except for some places on 
Ihc floor of Kilauea cladera, very few areas show anomalies 
h:iv)ng w.'ivclengths on the order of the spacing used (t>pi-
cally 100 m) and, ihercfore. attest to the uniformity of the 
potcniial distribution. 
3. Unlike a scalar rcsisiivity contour map, these dala arc 
derived from a vecltv quantity that has a direction (polarity) 
as wel! as nuignitude. Tlieicfore, areas of inflection (for 
example, high-lowhigh) signify a re.tl reversal in the direc
tion of current flow in the ground. 
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4. The significant anomalies are all positive in polarity 
and are essentially monopolar (that is. they have no, or 
a visry weak, associated negative anomaly): 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

.All Ihe anomalies shown on the contour map can be 
correlated with either fumarolic areas, or areas where no 
surface manifestations are present,- wiihin areas w'here 
seismic and ground-deformation data with geologic infer
ences support the existence of magma within several kilome
ters of the surface. In all areas surveyed no anomalies have 
been delineated in which loc;iliz.ed heat sources could not 
be reasonably assumed. Traverses made, at some distance 
away from the active parts of Kilauea have shown only 
random variations in potential, which typically are less than 
25 mV over a few hundred meters, and no long-wavelength-
irends have been noted, Il is quite clear, then, that these 
large positive-potential anomalies are related uniquely lo 
areas underlain by solidified but still-hot intrusions or by 
active magma reservoirs and conduits. 

The following discussion presents various lines of evidence 
that suppori an electrokir»elic origin for the source of these 
polcntials. That is, the potentials are thought to result in 
some manner from jhe differentijd motion of certain ion 
species in the thermal waters which overlie deeper-seated 

-hot zones. The many implicitions that these studies have 
furnished rcg:irding some of the substructure and magmatic 
prt>cesses of Kilauea are not detailed here. Only those 
aspects that provide some insight into the origin of these 
p<«cntials are stressed. 

Steaming Flats Area 

On Ihc north rim of Kilauea caldera, a large pronounced 
anomaly is located over Steaming Flats, a fumarolic area 
overlain by prehistoric lavas. The steam area lies between 
the inner and outer caldera-boundary faults and is thought 
lo be related lo a hoi intrusive body at shallow depth (<1 
km: Macdonald and Abbott,' 1970, p. 47). .Although the 
sfcipc of ihe anomaly generally conforms to the tiend of 
the bt)undary faulls on the northwest and south sides, the 
potential contours indiscriminately transect the princip;*! 
fauitvon the north and northeast sides. This suggests that 
either the emplacement of the intrusion or the flow direction 
of the overlying thermal waters w-as or is not, rcspeciively, 
entirely controlled by the principal faulls. In detail. Ihe 
SP anomaly is not ceniered exactly over the area where 
irio>t of the steaming vents and less wooded areas arc located, 
but easterly toward an active solfatara known as .Sulphur 
Rank. 

Closely spaced rneasurcmenis in this area did not reveal 
ari> large, steep gradients in the vicinity of the steam vents, 
ind!C:iiing that ihe predominant source of the potentials is 
not related lo very rtear-surface phenomena. In general, 
niost sieam vents in Kilauea are not under high pressure; 
rior are they healed rippreciably above boiling point for 
the altiiiide at which the steam issues (Macdonald. 1973). 
AI.«o, except for those in afew sotfaiaric areas, the fiimaroiic 
g.'iscs cmitled from most vents consist largely of steam and 
air. Resistivity soundings over some steam areas show that 
the near-surface resistivities are very large (<!000 ohmm). 
TTi«-'>e large lesislivities support the general assumption that 
Ihc steam is formed at depth from the infiltration of abundant 
meieorie water through numerous cracks to the hotter rocks 
below. 

Kilauea Catdera Area 

An anomaly occurs ov^r Halemaumau. the prominent pit 
crater and focal point for many of the eruptions of Kilauea 
in prehistoric and historic times. Interpolation of the contours 
through Ihe crater, based on measurements obtained around 
its outer rim, shows that the potentials are not concentric 
with the outline of the crater. Indeed, many of the eruptions 
that have occurred within Halemaumau have developed from 
linear, northea.sterly trending fissures rather than from s 
central vent. • 

The sleep-gradient closed feature, immediately northeast 
of Halemaumau, is noi thought to be a negative anomaly, 
but rather a neutral area bounded by higher positive poten
tials. This and the many short-wavelength features wiihin 
the c.'ildera (Fig. 2) must be related to (he a^mplex develop
ment of Ihe present, relatively flat floor. In noting a 
distinctively arcuate patiern of white deposits (opal) on the 
surface of the -caldera, Macdonald (1955) was able to 
correlate these occurrences with the buried margins of 
sunken central basins that existed in ihc caldera during the 
nineteenth century. He surmised that the buried scarps that 
bounded the basins, and the faults beneath them along which 
sinking took place, constiiule the pathways that guide the 
mineralized steam to the-surface. Some of the smaller SP 
anomalies have a similar arcuaie pattern and correlate in 
a general way with some of the features mapped by Macdon
ald. Perhaps the restricted locations of the small anomalies 
and the larger "neulral" area rcsuh from extremely low 
permeabilities in these deeply filled basins that would drasti
cally restrict the upward flow of the hydrothermal fluids. 
Despite the complexity of the potential distribution on the 
caldera floor, future detailed studies here may provide better 
insight into the principal source mechanism than in some 
other areas of Kilauea because of the shallow arid localized 
naiure of ihe anomalies. 

The long, narrow feature along the southeast side of the 
caldera has the largest magnitude of all the anomalies at 
the summil. It coincides with a horst along ils we.st end 
bul trends onto ihe floor of the caldera toward its northeast 
side. PersisienI steam emits from the bounding fault scarps 
of !hc horst which is covered by at least 10 m of ash deposits 
and appropriately called Sand Spit. Detailed electrical and 
magnetic studies made over this part of the anomaly revealed 
that: 

!. Below the top few meters, the ash and underlying la%as 
are conductive (<30 ohm-m) to about 30 m, but below 
this depth, the rocks are very resistive (>5(X) ohm-m) to 
at least 90 m in depth. 
2. The lateral boundaries of this conductive zone are very 
distinct, coinciding wiih those of the SP anomaly. 
3. These boundaries are also defined by a prominent 
magnetic anomaly produced by the lavas immediately below 
the ash. 

These findings lead lo the following conclusions: (1) the 
high conductivity of the ash over the SP anomaly must 
be caused by hot, mineralized ground water that m.iy be 
thermally perched above the hot, perhaps undersaturated 
lavas; and (2) because the magnetic anomaly can be attributed 
to the rocks immediately below the ash, the tcmperalures 
must be below the Curie temperature (<600°C), and there
fore, we can dismiss the possibility that some sort of 
phenomenon directly related to magma is responsible for 
these large potentials. 
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Upper Southwest Rift Zone 

The circular feature, about 7(M) m from the southwest 
rim of Halemaumau. is centered over part of the iniiial 
outbreak of the southwest rift zone eruption of September 
1971. Copious volumes of steam still rise from many of 
the resulting linear eruptive and nonerupiive fissures. Elec
tromagnetic studies in this area revealed that the anomaly 
is underlain by a shallow, conductive zone that also is broad 
and circular rather than narrow and linear as might have 
been expected if the anomalies wfcre caused by thin, intrusive 
dikes. In many other areas of Kilauea. thinfissure enipJions 
appear to cool fairly rapidly; and within less than a year 
after the eruption, little or na sleam is observed from the 
vents. The lateral cxieni of this anomaly, togclher with 
Ihc persistcnl sleam, may be reflecting the relative mas-
sivencss of this intrusion. 

Kilauea Iki Area . 

In the area of Kilauea Iki Crater, two SP anomalies are 
noted (Fig. 2)—a smsdl one associated w ith the source vent 
of Ihc November-December 1959 eruption on the soitlhwest 
rim of this laige pit crater, and a larger one centered a 
few hundred meters east of the crater. The larger feature 
has no surface ibermal manifestations over ils Center; 
however, some steam occasionally is observed in a few 
places along Ihe east wall of Kilauea Iki that must be related 
to a still-hot intrusion. No anomaly along.the upper iim 
of ihis crater is associated wiih the partially frozen lava 
lake formed in this crater by ihc 19.'59 eruption; the Irrva 
lake presently has a liquid core about .30 m thick. 

M.igma Reservoir Area 

The distinct anomaly centered abc>ut 2.5 km souih of 
Halemaumau is interpreted to overlie an active part of 
Kilauea's magma reservoir complex. Detailed ground-
deforin:uion studies over the years have defined not a single' 
deform.'ition center bul a few dii^creie centers that arc 
intcrprcicd as areas that overlie weakly interconnecting 
m.'igrrw reservoirs or a plexus of sills and dikes a few 
kilometers deep (Fiske and Kinoshita. i9(.9: Kinoshita. 
Swanson, and Jackson, 1974). One such center lies inimcdi-
aiely north of Ihe SP feature, about 1 km south of Halemau
mau. A recent analysis of deformation data obtained prior 
lo the 1967 to 1968 summil eruption by DIelerich and IX-ckcr 
(1975) using a finile-clemcnl modeling technique places an 
inflation cenier virtually over the center of ihis SP fciilitre. 

Inflation at the summit preceding :m ertipticm is almost 
alway.« accompanied by an increase in the ntunbcr of .shallow 
microeaihquakes, which generally are concentrated in the 
southwest p;trl of the caldera (Koyaiiagi and Fndo, 1971). 
A recent detailed .seismic analysis of the oarihqu;ikes ih:il 
preceded ihe .August 197! eruption by Koy;in:igi and others 
(1975) shows a strong citrielation of the sh:il!ow earthquake 
epicenters with the lateral boundaries of the SP anomaly 
(Fig. 3). From the distribution of earthquakes, they place 
the central magma reservoir in the vicinity of Halemaumau 
below a depth of 2 to 3 km where there exists a 2 to 3 
km zone conspicuously void of earthquakes, ;md consider 
the prominent zone of shallow earthquakes to the sosilh 
to be a principal lateral intrusive zwrie. Perhaps ihe most 
compelling evidence ihai this area is underlain by an active 
part of the reservoir system is the fad that Kilauea's most 
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Figure 3. Plot of inflation-related earthquake cpicenlers for 
a (K»ric>d of several months prior lo, and after, the August 
and Seplemlx»r 1971 eruptions at Kilauea (modified after 
Koy.magt el al„ 1975) showing iheir relation wiih the self-po
tential anomalies oullinwj in Figures \ arid 2 (shndird aroas); 
shallow c.inhqu.ikes \.^ lo 3 krn deep (dots); dc'ept?r. long-

pt-rifid caithrju.^kes, 7 to I t krn ri'..'(:p (circles). 

recent eruption, on December 31, 1974. initially broke out 
Over the exact cenier of this anom.'ily. 

It is important lo note that other geophysical obscrvalions 
place magma at a depth of 2 to 3 km. whereas ihe maximum 
depth to the (op of this SP source, as deduced from 
elemcnl.try poleniial theory, cannot exceed about .̂ 00 m 
al its nonh side and must be even sh:dIowcr on the southeast 
side, 'n^c extreme variance in depths again suggests that 
ibe.se potentials cannot arise directly from very higli-
Itrnperaturc phenomena. More likely, if the mechanism 
generating Ihc ."̂ P anomalies is related to the movement 
of ground water by convective forces, the depth to the 
very ho! rocks, or magm,'!. ct>uld hte appreciably deeper 
than Ihe dcpih al which the vertically rising water cools 
and divciges umard the horizonial (lop of SP source). 
Collimaiion of hydrothermal fluids by vertical graviiaiion;d 
forces could explain this clearly correlaiable feature vviih 
the t.-pict:ntral diKiribulion of ihesc inflation-related carlh-
cjuakes. 

Of significance are some findings from a 1262-m-dccp 
research hole (Keller, Murray, and Towie, 1974; Ziiblocki. 
ei al., 1974) recently drilled about 1 km south of Halemaumau 
near ihe nonh side of the SP anomaly (Fig. 1). Water lable 
was found at a depth of 4R8 m, where ihe temperature 
rose from cssenliaity ambienl (20°C) to almost SO'C. Below 
7.S0 m, the temperature decreased to a minimum of tsy-Q. 
and then increased monokutically lo a maxinnim of f.'7-C 
at the hole bottom. Extrapokiiion of the steep ihcrmal 
gradient near Ihe hole bottom (37(fC/km) would place 
magma alwui 3 km from the surface, and the observed 
leinpcraiurc inversion m:iy be the consequence of the hole's 
bcii\g located off center from a rising convective column 
of water (Zablocki, ct al., 1974). Tficsc inferences fit a 
model of a highly dexclopcd hydroihermal convcclive cell 
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over the main part of the anomaly. Even the broad low 
(negative) SP area, which Ixirdcrs the anomaly on the 
southeast side, suggests a region of descending cooler waters 
of a convective cell. 

Upper East Rift Zone 

As previously mentioned, flank eruptions along Kiiaisea's 
rift zones are probably fed from the summit's magma 
reservoir complex, via lateral conduits. The sympathetic 
response of the summit's surface deformalion lo periodic 
eniptivc-drainhack episodes during some long-lived flunk 
eruptions, and the low seismicity along the cast rifl zone 
between the summil and the eruptive sites suggest further 
that the conduil within fhe rift zone is fairly well established 
with rK> appreciable obstructions. Tlse prominent positive 
ridgc-like anomaly that extends southeast froin just east 
of Ke^inakakoi Crater is interpreicd to directly overlie the 
conduit of Kilauea's cast rift zone (Figs. I and 2). The 
contour map shows, for Ihe first time, not only Ihe path 
of Ihe m.'un conduit, btit also the extent of iwo intrusive 
zones thai accompanied cruplive events at the eastern end 
of the KcKit fault system in recent years. As in ihe summit 
area, the poteiiiials arc very large, in places exceeding 1500 
mV, and none of the anomalies sitggess source depths greater 
ihan a few hundred meters. 

The circular positive anomalies superimposed along the 
axis of the ridge-like anomaly are centered on, or near, 
pit craters that characterize the upper part of the rifl zone. 
These stcep-walled craters, ranging in depth from a few 
tens to over hundreds of meters, were probably formed 
by collapse resulting from the withdraival of underlying 
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Figure 4. SeU-/x>temial profile along the .-ipprbximate ax'is 
of ridge-like feature over Kilauea's upper east rift zone showing 
the prpvirnily of the anomalies to the various pit craters 

indicated on index map (Fig, 1). 

majjma (Wentworth and Macdonald. 1953. p. 21). The 
broadest and largest SP aw>m.̂ ly along tl»e ridge is located 
where the Koae fault system merges with the east rift ZXJUC; 
in this junction ajca, steam issues from a few cracks jus! 
west of Hfiaka Crater (Fig. I). The spatial distribution of 
these features with the self-potential profile along the ap
proximate axis of the ridge is. shown in Figure 4. Superim
posed on the.fe short-wavelength arsornalies is a longer-
wavelettgth anomaly that peaks over the broadest feature, 
.sugisesting that the lop to the underlying heat source may 
he shallower in this area. The coincidence of these local 
S.F anomalies wiih the pit craters is compatible with a 
conceptual mode! in which ground water, healed by underly
ing magma, is guided upward alorig nearly vertical fractures 
that ur)doubicd!y are prcs.cnt Ixrlow these collapse features 
(Fig. 5). Near ihc top of the local water table, the cooler 
fluid flow diverges outward and down to form & convective 
cell. If the source mechanism is principally in the form 
of streaming potentials (Dakhnov, 1959, p, 313) developed, 
by anion adsorption along the rock surfaces in the direction 
of Ihe fluid streamlines (positive currenl flow in direction 
of fluid flow), then the resulting potentiiUs at the surface 
would be those as shown in Figtire 5- The reversal of the 
fluid flow in Ihe convective cell might also explain the broad 
SP lows that flank the positive-potential ridge shown on 
she contour map (Fig. 2). 

A vertical electrical resistivity sounding {VES-3) n-uide 
over ihe centra! part of the ridge and on either side of 
the east rifl zone (VES-I and -2. see Fig. 1 for locations) 
reveals that a very low-resi>;tiviiy zone lies only alx)ut 250 
m below the surface along this part of the rifl zone, whereas 
ihe adjacent areas have higl̂ er resistivities to at least 6(K) 
m in depth (Fig. 6), Although these findings do not unequiv
ocably suppori a convective cell developed between Ihe 
pit craters and the underlying conduit, they strongly suggest 
Ihal hot water must exist ai very shallow depths over SP 
anomalies. In detail, the approximate depth to the top of 
the SP source coincides with the depth to the top of the 
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Figure 5. Cor>C€'ptua! mcyde) of a convecling column of water 
.•i!x>ve a pit crater heatt.-cl by m.-igma in the underlying conduit 
and the resulting surf.ice potential cliiitrifiuiion; closed lines 
with at rows tepresont idealized streamlines of convecting fluid. 
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Figure 6. Vertical eledric sounding curves (VESi obtained 
at IfJC:aiions shown on index map (Fig. 1); interpretation of 
geoelearic sections shown a! top prov'tded by D, B. jackiiori, 

U.S.G.S. (1975, wriiten commun.). 

conductive zone (250 m). Similar to the results obtained at 
the summit, seismic evitlence places the top of ihe conduit 
al a depth of about 2 to 3 km—again consistent with Ihe 
concept of tightly collimated rising hydrothermal fluids over 
the magma. We also note that the distribution of the 
epicenters for the inlrusion-rcialed earthquakes shown in 
Figure 3 correlate well with the ridge-like SP anomaly. 

Obsorvafions from Some Recent Eruptiorjs 

Tlic long, narrow anomaly that projects wcst-soufhwe.?! 
from the cast rift zone near Hiiaka Craler inlo ihc Koae 
fault system (Fig. 1) is related to the eruption oJ" .May 5, 
1973, Although the eruptive fissure aboul I km west of 
Hiiaku Crater was only abc>ut iOO m long, the anomaly 
continues for aboul 1.5 km to the wesi-southwest, indicating 
the intru.sion extended further into the Koae ihan indicated 
by the surface fissure. Because of the simple sheet-like 
configuralionof iheMay 5,1973,fissure,additioniu electrical 
studies have been m.'tdc across this feature to gain further 
insight into possible source mechanisms for large self-poscn-
lials. 

Figure 7 shows the sctf-potcntial disuihution and the 
response from a very low frequency (VLF.) electromagnetic 
survey along a traverse perpendicular to ihe fissure cihiained 
ten days after (he criipiion, Sumriiarized briefly, the VLF-
EM meilK>d utilizes a Oireclional radio receiver, tunfd to 
a tr.-»rtsm)Hcr in the 15 to 25 kHz band {here JS.6 kHz), 
Ihal mca.sure.s ;i dip .'tngle, which is proportional !o the vcriical 
component of ihe rn:ignelic field. Across a ibin, tabular, 
vertical buried conductor, the theoretical respoftsc results 
in an anlisymmeiric-shaped profile (similar to a sine wave) 
in which Ihe zero-crossover is positioned directly over the 
surface projection of the conductor (sec P;(ter->ion and Ronka, 
1971, for dclails). TIK potentials in Figure 7 exceed i(KK) 
mV in aboul 200 m, and the maximum occurs directly over 
the fissure. TTic steep gradient and large magrntude of itie 
VLF anomaly attest to Ihe high conduclivity of this shallow 
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Figure 7.' Sctf-jxitcntia! and VLF (ver/ low frf-quency) elec-
Irornagnefic dip-angle fespo'̂ se profiles obtained along a 
pei|«::ndicu'ar traverse across, the May 5, 1973, eruptive fissure; 
the soulbcast-^lipping ho! dike shown is inferred from asym-
rnelry in Ixi'.h profilesjitoie differences in anomaly half-widths-

as indicated by arrow-lipp<xi, lines). 

dike, and possibly, to the immediately intruded lavas. Of 
particular significance is ihe asjmmeir) exhibited in both 
profiles (note ihe large differences in the width of the VLF 
anomaly al r;2iK ,̂ dip angle and ihat of ihe half-wjdihs 
on ibe SP profile). For ihe VLF response, the asymmetry 
requires a dipping conductor whose "hanging wall" side 
is the direclion of ihe slower fall-off of the dip angle (the 
southi-asi side here). Similar asymmetry in the shapes cf 
.SPand VLF prof ik sha*. lv;en obtained over eruptive fissures 
elsewhere at Kilauea. 

In ifiicrptcting .SP data, virtually all analjilical methcids 
devised previously have assumed point, line, dipolar, spheri
cal, or sheet charge- or current-source configurations (see 
for example, de Wiile. 19-58; Mciser. 1962; Yungui, 19.̂ 0; 
Roy, I9ft3). if, for cxa.mple. we chose a dipping, dipolar 
ciincnt-shcel model lo match ihe SP profile shown in Figure 
7, the indicated direction of dip would be opposite to that 
detennined from Ihe VLF response. This is illuslrated in 
Figure 8, which shows the potenlial profile computed for 
a- 4fi- degree northwest-dipping cuncni sheet (from Edge 
and Uihy. 193K p. 24.S). The cbaractcfistic shape of ihis 
profile is very similar-to that of the measured poientlals 
shov.'n in Figure 7 except thai the slecpest gradient and 
the ininimum potcniial are located on the hanging-wall side 
of the current sheet, Tliis apparent coiitradictson can be 
reconciled if we assume a phenoinenologicsil model of a 
hrti dike that, dtps away from the steep-gradient side; in 
this alliiude, thc: strcjitnlincs of fluid flow on the fool wall 
side would turn down wiih less horizonlal extension than 
on the hanging-wall side (Fig. 8). Again, if we consider 
a positive currenl How in the direction of the .slreamlines. 
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Potential profile 
QCtQM a dtppin 
currtfjf sheet 

Strsamlinss 
of ftul<i flO|Sf 

/ Hot dike 

Figure 8. Theoretical potential profile over a lx;ried dipolar 
current sh«'t dipping 45 degrees to the right; a similar profile 
ran result from a buried hot dike dipping to the left with 

the pattern of idealized streamlines of fluid flow shown. 

the resuhing surface potentials would be in the same sense 
as ihose observed. 

Repealed surveys over Ihe May 5, 1973 fissure and some 
other rccenl. thin eruptive fissures idso show that some 
anomalies progressively decrease in amplitude with time. 
This miglii be expected as ihcse thir) dikes al shallow depths 
lose their heat fairly rapidly. The gradual decrca.sc in the 
VLF amplitude (corresponding to a decrease in electrical 
conductivity) over a 21-monJh period for the May 5. 1973. 
eruptive fissure (Fig. 9) and the change in Ihe potenlial 
distrlbulion over Ihe July isr74 eruptive fissure near Lua 
Manu Crater 3 monihi; before, and 1 and 6 months after 
eruption (Fig. 10) are excellent exaniplcs. A chiiracierislic 
common to lx>ih examples is that al.lhough the ampliiudes 
diminish with lime, the wavelengths of the anomalies appear 
to be stable; thai is, ihc effective depths to the sources 
do not noticeably change. Hits is inconsistent with a model 
that would directly relate ihc magnitude and shape of an 
anomaly lo the depth of the causative source. R:ither, ihcsc 
observations suggesi that hydrothermal parainL'tcrs, such 
as height of loc.i! water table and permeability, largely conir ol 
the apparent dcpih (anomaly wavelength) of both types of 
anomalies, whereas Ihe lemperalure of the co4>liiig dikes 
influences their m:ignitude. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The results from the studies presented herein dc.mon.strate 
the exceplional ulility and rcli.-ibilily of the self-potcnliai 
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Figure 9. A comparison of three VLf dip-angle profiles along 
the same traverse across ihe eruptive fissure of May 5. 1973, 

showing the progressive decrease in amplitude wiih time: 
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Figure 10. A comparison of ihrc-e seff-iK)tentiaI profiles along 
the s,ime ir.iverse atro.w an eruptive fissure of )u!y 19, 1974, 
showing the change;? in the potential ditlribution with lime. 

rncihod for delineating zones of magma of hot rock thai 
, underlie theactivc volcanoof Kilauea. All {H.isitjvc anomalies 
c.'m be related un.-imbiguously and exclusively lo anomalous 
suhsiirfHce localizations of heat. The results obtained lo 
date, coupled with Ihe relative ease of measurement, have 
eslablished the sctf-p(.>teniiai icchnique as another powerful 
tool lo investigate the voicanologic processes at Kilauea 
Vofo.-uio. 

The phcnomenologic^l cause of the rcsultl.ng large polen-
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tials is not yet understood. Such an understanding is essential 
for ft complete utilization of SP.data in quantifying ifje 
configuration of subsurface beat sources as well as the mode 
of disiriliution of the associated hydrothermal fluids. This 
is particularly so al Kilauea where the geologic "noise" 
or background poteniials are insignificant in comparison 
to the magnitudes of the heal-relaied potentials and, Ihcre-
forc. vvarranl as refined an inlcrprciivc scheme as can be 
developed. 

The use of a simple, dipolar. cuiTcnt-sheet source as an 
equivalent model can be misleading in regard lo the atlitude 
of the causative source. Good fits of some observed data 
with the potentials developed from monopohtf current 
sources of various dimensions have been obtained (not 
presented here). Although these models tend to place ap
proximate depth and widih limits on ihe region from which 
the poienlials occur, they still do not reveal the nature of 
the mechanism. However, if these limits are considered 
within the context of other geophysical obscrvaiions pre
sented here, they collectively provide consirainls on any 
proposed mechanism. For example, it seems reasonable that 
the high rock pcrmeahiliiies, abundant ground water, and 
the shallow heal sources in Kilauea are adequate to support 
fluid convection. However, analytical studies of transient 
as well as sieady-siaie free convection (see for example, 
CTheng and Lau. 1974) incorporating the appropriate bound
ary conditions and constraints arc needed lo Icsl ihc plausi
bility of the conccpiuiil models presented herein. Even more 
fundamental is Ihe need to demonslraie the anion-adsorption 
efficiency of basaltic lavas, pririicularly with respect tq -*alcr 
chemisiry and prevailing leinperalures and pressures. If such 
lines of stiidy should support a streaming poienlial mech
anism, then a new dirncnsitm in studying the dynamic 
aspects of gec>lhermal systems wil! be attained. 

Two other types of elccirokinelic phenomena have been 
considered as possible source mechanisms for generaling 
Nclf-poicntials. One involves a vertical differential displace
ment of ionic charge resulting from the low-tempcraiurc 
pii'cipilalion of negatively charged colloids, siich as silica. 
thereby leaving the rising hoi solutions relaiively enriched 
in cations (D. B. Hoover, 1974, wriiicn commun.). The 
oiher possibility involves the production of hydrogen from 
the decomposition of meteoric, and, pc">ssibly, juvenile water 
ul elevated icmperatures. The inherent high mobility and 
diffusion rale of hydrogen, as well as its polariiy. are very 
appealing. In measuring the oxygen fugacities of magmatic 
gases in holes drilled inlo a crystallizing lava lake in Kilauea, 
Sato and Wright (1966) proposed a mechanism to account 
for some anomalous zones of high oxygen fugacily .is 
follows; 

" . . . a certain horizon of ihe lake gradually ctxils to 
the icmpcrauire range in which oxygen and water m.'tie-
ciiles can no longer diffuse Ihrough the basail freely. 
v,hiie hydrogen continues lo escape low.'ird ihe surf:ice 
bccaiiseof lis greater diffusion rale. . , . Thisprefcreiiual 
escape of hydrogen induces furlher ihcrm,ii dccomposiiion 
of waier and lbc:dly generates high oxygen fugacities. 
so ihal oxidation of the bas.'df occurs in the horizon. . , . 
.'Vs the lemperaiure of ihc horizon decreases furihcr, even 
ihc diffusion of hydrogen becomes difficult, ar>d ihe, 
hydrogen ascending from underlying layers begins to read 
wiih, and possibly reduce,the previously oxidized basalt." 
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